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Microparticle deposition at South
Pole

E. MOSLEY-THOMPSON and L. G. THOMPSON

Institute of Polar Studies
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

The primary goal of this investigation was the detailed
tnalysis of the particles within a 101-meter firn core
Irilled in 1974 at the Amundsen Scott (South Pole) Sta-
;ion (90°S).

The antarctic ice sheet is an ideal site for investigating
emporal variations in the global background particulate
iiass (Hogan, 1975) in that there are few local sources.
In addition, because atmospheric motion over East Ant-
srctica is predominantly a matter of subsidence (Van
Loon and Williams, 1977) and surface outflow, the up-
er tropospheric and stratospheric masses are probably

:he primary sources of near surface material. Therefore,
my substantial increase in the concentration of particles
vithin the global atmosphere should be recorded in the
Intarctic ice sheet.

A total of 6,218 samples representing 65 meters of
water were analyzed for particle concentration and size
listribution. Individual particles within selected sections
were examined for morphology and elemental constit-
ients using a scanning electron microscope and an x-ray
mergy dispersive system. The detailed sampling made
t possible to detect annual variations in particle concen-
ration (figure 1), and these were used to construct a
)1 1-year time scale for the core. The time scale consti-
.utes the longest record of its type from Antarctica. Net
Lccumulation does not exhibit a general trend over the
ntire 911-year interval, although the 90 years from A.D.

590 to 1680, a period characterized by the lowest global
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Figure 1. Concentration of particles with diameters v 0.63
micrometer per 500 ji 1 sample in a 2-meter section of the
South Pole core for period including 18709 and 1880s. Key:
C = average concentration over depth interval encom-
passed by arrows;? = peak for which interpretation is un-

certain.

temperatures during the last millenium, exhibits con-
sistently low rates.

The concentration of nonsoluble particles with di-
ameters ' 0.63 micrometer per 500 j. 1 sample (figure
2) increases substantially between A.D. 1450 and 1850,
the years of the Little Ice Age. This period of reduced
mean global temperatures also is marked by frequent
and explosive volcanic activity (figure 2). The remark-
able similarity between the profiles of nonsoluble par-
ticle concentration and global volcanic activity suggests
that the additional material is of volcanic origin. The
slopes of the particle size distribution (figure 2) espe-
cially support this suggestion.

The average slope of the size distribution for the
1950-56 strata is -3.2, very similar to the -3.2 (±0.3)
measured for the total atmospheric aerosol at the South
Pole (Shaw, 1975). Gras and Laby (1979) report a re-
duction in the size distribution slope of the total aerosol
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Figure 2. Concentration of particles with diameters 0.63 per 500 1 sample for period spanning A.D. 1056 to 1956. Column
show, from left to right, the concentration of particles with diameters 0.63 ji per 500 .L 1 sample; the dust veil index (Dvi) fc
the southern hemisphere; the global Dvi; the annual average of the characteristic slope of the size distribution for each fir
sample; and the central England temperature profile (Lamb, 1965), often used to represent a global trend (GARP no. 16). Ke
A = period of intense volcanic activity, A. D. 1810-1840; 8 = period of volcanic activity, A. D. 1750-1770; and C = 1883 eruptlo

of Krakatau (Krakatoa). (The letters suggest correlative peaks between the concentration of particles and the DVI profiles.)
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from -4 to -3 for their photoelectric data measured in
the stratosphere between 16 and 22 kilometers at lati-
tude 34°S after the eruption of Fuego (14°13'N/91°W)
in October 1974. Note that the slopes are lowest when
the concentrations are highest in the South Pole core
(figure 2).

On the basis of all the data (Mosley-Thompson and
Thompson, 1979), it appears that the South Pole snow
strata are recording the fluctuations in the concentration
of nonsoluble particles in the atmosphere, not only over
the southern hemisphere but over the entire globe.
Thus, microparticle data from deep ice cores will pro-
vide valuable information about the global particulate
mass over many millennia.

This work has been supported by National Science
Foundation grant DPP 76-07745.
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Stable isotope and radio echo
sounding investigations of Taylor

Glacier, Victoria Land

D. J . DREWRY

Scott Polar Research Institute
Cambridge University
Cambridge, England

During January 1978 and January 1979, samples of
ice and snow for stable isotope analyses were collected
from Taylor and neighboring glaciers in southern Vic-
toria Land in order to evaluate and test ideas concerning
ice provenance and glacial geologic history of the
McMurdo Sound region.

As a result of detailed radio echo sounding (REs) in
Victoria Land during 1974-75 (part of the International
Antarctic Glaciological Project [IAGPI study of past and
present dynamics of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet), an ice
dome and ridge system was identified inland of Taylor
Glacier (Drewry, in press). This ice divide separates the
main drainage of the ice sheet into Mulock Glacier to
the south and Mawson Glacier to the north. Smaller,
intervening glaciers (Skelton, Ferrar, Taylor, Wright
Upper, Victoria Upper, Mackay, etc.) are supplied only
by local ice originating within a few tens of kilometers
of the Transantarctic Mountains.

This conclusion has important implications for glacial
chronology of Victoria Land. Although advances and
retreats of these minor glaciers have been considered to
reflect fluctuations of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (Den-
ton, Armstrong, and Stuiver, 1971; Hendy et al. 1979),
it would now appear that only very large-scale ice sheet
events (that is, several hundred meters of thickening)
would be of sufficient magnitude to reverse or modify

local slopes and allow penetration of additional ice into
the mountains, and thus be mimicked by movement of
terminus of Taylor and other glaciers. The RES data,
therefore, suggest that the minor glaciers are nourished
principally by local ice, have glaciological regimes con-
trolled by nearby mountain climatic effects, and thus are
insensitive gages of small- to medium-scale fluctuations
of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet.

The objectives of our 1978-79 project were to deter-
mine the contemporary isotopic composition of snow in
the catchment area of Taylor Glacier; the isotopic values
for old ice at the Taylor Glacier snout; and the regional
relationship between mean b values and elevation and
mean annual surface temperature. (Sample locations are
shown in figure 1.)

Our samples in 1978 consisted of six 1-meter-long ice
cores (obtained using a Sipre corer) taken horizontally
from the lowermost 1.5 meters of the Taylor Glacier
snout at a 25-centimeter vertical spacing. Three other
ice cores were taken in a similar manner from Wright
Lower Glacier. All of these samples were analysed by L.
Merlivat of the Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay
(Gi f-su r- Yvette, France) by arrangement with C. Lorius
of the Laboratoire de Glaciologie (Grenoble, France).

In 1979, we undertook a more ambitious program,
including a radio echo sounding profile flown down the
centerline of Taylor Glacier from the ice dome to Lake
Bonney and further collection of samples for stable iso-
tope analysis.

A 4-meter vertical snow core was obtained close to the
summit of the dome inland of Taylor Glacier. The mean
annual accumulation in this vicinity is about 140 kilo-
grams meter-' (Crary, 1963), so that the core should
average about 12 years' precipitation = 437 kil-
ograms meter-'). A pit 1.5 meters deep was excavated
on Wilson Piedmont Glacier near the source of ice sam-
pled in 1978. Estimating eight annual layers gave an
approximate accumulation rate for this locality of 70
kilograms meter -2 year'. However, it is possible that,
judging from Chin's results (unpublished), which were
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